
Who Whom

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

This woman is attended by two very distinguished-looking men, of _______
one, at any rate, wears an order; or else a servant out of livery follows her at a
distance of ten yards.

1.

He must be a dull man _______ can examine the exquisite structure of a
comb, so beautifully adapted to its end, without enthusiastic admiration.
2.

In half a century or so they had it almost abandoned, save for occasional
horsemen and harmless persons seeking beauty, for _______ the fairies
have never had much feeling of aversion.

3.

Having finished, the author returns to his lady-love, wishing every
happiness to those by _______ he is beloved; to the others misfortune
according to their deserts.

4.

I met some people _______ were already coming onto the scene, and I
went back with them to see!
5.

She turned to the stout girl, _______ had just entered.6.

Naturally, these are more dangerous than those _______ play it without a
farthing.
7.

Any one _______ makes a mistake must pay a forfeit.8.

And all those _______ are to suffer if this goes on, won't like it.9.

It was Cynthia _______ pointed the moral.10.

An artist, _______ was to be her guest and companion for weeks,
demanded some effort.
11.

They looked all about them but, aside from seeing a number of men and
women _______ were greatly excited, nothing else appeared to be the
matter.

12.
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Only throw dirt enough, and some of it is sure to stick; and so it was with
the fifth form and the bigger boys in general, with _______ he associated
more or less, and they not at all.

13.

Yet she had remained true to the scoundrel, from _______ she could not
free herself without putting him in the grasp of the law to atone for his crime.
14.

At last she turned to her companion, _______ gazed earnestly at the
ground.
15.

We only know that he was murdered, and that he left a helpless widow
with five children, of _______ Angelo was the eldest.
16.

If he had stayed on, he too would have discovered how cheaply they held
her-those dear ones of hers for _______ she had lived till now!
17.

Suddenly the man _______ was walking beside him interrupted him.18.

Phœbe was the one _______ had style.19.

Peters, from _______ some information might be expected, is still alive,
and a resident of Illinois, but cannot be met with at present.
20.
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